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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the role of semantic diversity and
locality of crossover operators in Genetic Programming (GP)
for Boolean problems. We propose methods for measuring
and storing semantics of subtrees in Boolean domains using
Trace Semantics, and design several new crossovers on this
basis. They can be categorised into two classes depending on
their purposes: promoting semantic diversity or improving
semantic locality. We test the operators on several well-
known Boolean problems, comparing them with Standard
GP Crossovers and with the Semantic Driven Crossover of
Beadle and Johnson. The experimental results show the
positive effects both of promoting semantic diversity, and of
improving semantic locality, in crossover operators. They
also show that the latter has a greater positive effect on GP
performance than the former.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search]:
Heuristic methods

General Terms
Algorithms, Representation, Experimentation

Keywords
Genetic Programming, Trace Semantics, Crossover Opera-
tors, Boolean Problems

1. INTRODUCTION
Genetic Programming (GP) is an evolutionary paradigm,

inspired by biological evolution, for finding solutions (in the
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form of a program) to a user-defined task [19, 21, 26]. The
program is usually presented through a syntactic formalism
such as s-expression trees [19], a linear sequence of instruc-
tions, grammars, or graphs [26]. The genetic operators in
such GP systems are usually designed to ensure the syntac-
tic closure property, i.e., to produce syntactically valid chil-
dren from any syntactically valid parent(s). Using purely
syntax-based genetic operators, GP evolutionary search is
conducted on the syntactical space of programs, with the
only semantic guidance coming from the fitness of individu-
als.

Although GP has demonstrated its effectiveness in solv-
ing a range of problems, the limitation to (finite) behavior-
based semantic guidance and pure syntactic genetic opera-
tors, is somewhat alien to the practice of human program-
mers. Computer programs are constrained not only by syn-
tax, but also by semantics. In programming practice, any
change to a program should pay careful attention to the
change in program semantics. Thus a number of researchers
have proposed a wide variety of semantically based methods
for controlling the genetic operators [5, 6, 32, 14, 15, 16, 18,
17, 1, 23, 30, 31].

One useful piece of semantic information is the scale of
change. Beadle and Johnson [1] showed, for Boolean prob-
lems, that eliminating crossover between semantically equiv-
alent subtrees could substantially improve the computational
efficiency of GP. Subsequently, Uy et al [31] showed that in-
formation about the scale of semantic difference between
crossover candidates could be even more useful: limiting se-
mantic change to an intermediate range further improved
performance. Potentially, though, discrete domains could
show a different behaviour: the benefits of an intermediate
semantic change might disappear with a quantised fitness
function.

A second potentially useful piece of information is the re-
sulting change in semantics at parent nodes. Even when
the exchanged children are semantically different, this might
not necessarily result in a change of semantics of the par-
ent nodes after crossover. In this work, we propose two new
operators which control the extent of this change directly,
rather than relying on the difference in semantics of the chil-
dren. We study the performance of these new operators on
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Boolean domains, comparing them with operators more di-
rectly analogous to those reported in [1, 31].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
section 2, we give a review of related work using seman-
tics in GP. Section 3 details the Boolean semantic measure
and attribute-based representation, and introduces the new
crossover operators. Experimental settings are described in
section 4. The results of the experiments are presented and
discussed in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and
highlights potential future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The use of semantics in GP has been the subject of in-

creasing attention. While the precise meaning attached to
”semantics” may vary from field to field, in GP it has gener-
ally meant the use of semantic information to provide addi-
tional guidance to the GP search. There are at least three
ways in which semantics can be represented, extracted and
used to guide GP:

1. using grammars incorporating semantic information
about the domain [32, 5, 6]

2. through semantics-based formal methods [14, 15, 16,
18, 17]

3. based on GP tree-like structures [1, 23, 30, 31].

The most popular form of the first uses attribute grammars.
GP individuals expressed in the form of attribute grammar
trees can incorporate semantic information, which can be
used to eliminate bad individuals from the population [6]
or to prevent the generation of semantically invalid individ-
uals as in [32, 5]. However, these attribute grammars are
generally designed for a specific problem, and so not readily
extended to other problems.

Recently, Johnson has advocated the use of formal meth-
ods as a means to incoporate semantic information in GP [14,
15, 16]. In this work, semantic information is extracted
by formal methods (e.g., abstract interpretation or model
checking) and used to measure individual fitness in prob-
lems where more traditional sample point fitness is difficult
to use. Katz et al. used model checking to solve the Mu-
tual Exclusion problem [18, 17]; semantics were also used to
calculate individual fitnesses.

In expression tree GP, semantic information has been in-
corporated mainly through modification of the crossover op-
erator. At first, this focused on the syntax and structure of
individuals – in [13], the authors modified the standard sub-
tree crossover operator to take into account the depth of
trees. Others modified crossover based on awareness of the
shape of individuals [24]. More recently, context has been
used as additional information in determining GP crossover
points [11, 29, 22]. However these methods generally pay a
high computational cost in evaluating the context of every
subtree of every individual in the population.

Beadle and Johnson [1] investigated the direct use of se-
mantic information to guide GP crossover in Boolean do-
mains. Their crossover, Semantically Driven Crossover (SDC),
checks the semantic equivalence between offspring and par-
ents by transforming Boolean expression trees to Reduced
Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (ROBDDs) [7]. Two
trees are semantically equivalent exactly when they reduce
to the same ROBDD. This controls the survival of children

in the crossover operation: if they are semantically equiva-
lent to their parents, they are discarded and the crossover
is restarted; this is repeated until semantically new chil-
dren are found. This increases semantic diversity and con-
sequently improves performance. Subsequent papers [3, 2]
extended the approach to GP mutation and initialisation.

McPhee et al. [23] take a different approach to extract-
ing semantic information from a Boolean expression tree:
enumerating all possible inputs. They evaluate (and mea-
sure) two different aspects: the semantics of subtrees and the
semantics of context. They particularly emphasised fixed-
semantic contexts, where replacing one subtree by another
does not change the semantics. They showed that as tree
size increases during evolution, many such fixed-semantic
contexts may arise; thus it becomes increasingly difficult to
change the semantics using standard crossover and mutation
operators.

Krawiec [20] proposed a way to measure the semantics
of an individual based on fitness cases, using it to guide
crossover (Approximating Geometric Crossover - AGC).

Uy et al. [31] proposed two new crossover operators, Se-
mantics Aware Crossover (SAC) and Semantic Similarity
based Crossover (SSC); the former eliminates crossovers re-
sulting in small semantic change, while the latter addition-
ally eliminates those resulting in large change, confining se-
mantic change to an intermediate range.

Variants of most of these semantically-based crossover op-
erators have been tested on continuous domains, with SSC
giving the best overall performance, while only a few have
been tested on discrete domains, with the record so far going
to SDC. The aim of this paper is to compare the performance
of our new crossover operators, both with more standard
syntactically-based operators, and with some of the newer
semantically-based operators, on Boolean domains. In doing
so, we also provide a more detailed and direct comparison
of these operators on Boolean domains than has previously
been available..

3. METHODS

3.1 Measuring Semantics
The exact meaning of ”semantics”varies from field to field,

though there is always a common element contrasting the se-
mantics (or meaning) of a syntactic expression with its sur-
face syntax. In programming, the definition is more tightly
defined: semantics is the relationship between the sequence
of inputs to a program and the corresponding sequence of
outputs. In GP, we generally restrict still further, requiring
a program to have only a single (albeit possibly complex)
input and a single corresponding output, so that the seman-
tics becomes a simple mathematical relation – and in the
commonest case, of deterministic programs, a mathematical
function. This is the meaning we will attach to ”semantics”
here.

There are two primary ways we can define such a func-
tion, and correspondingly two kinds of semantics. An inten-
sional definition (thus intensional semantics) defines a func-
tion by relating it to simpler previously-defined functions.
This is the form of semantics underlying formal methods
in programming, as for example in the work of Beadle and
Johnson [1]. More common in GP, though, is extensional
definition (and extensional semantics), in which a function
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Figure 1: Example for Trace Semantics

is defined through listing its set of input-output pairs (or in
many cases, a finite approximation of this set).

In this paper, we use the simplest possible extensional
semantic measure, namely the input-output relation defined
by the fitness cases as inputs. For concreteness, we call
this semantics the Trace Semantics (TS). This definition
of semantics goes back at least to Poli and Page [27], who
however only used it for full trees; more recently, McPhee
et al. [23] used it to also define the semantics of subtrees.
Formally, given a particular GP problem with a pre-defined
set of fitness cases, the Trace Semantics of a (sub)tree is
defined as follows:

Let P = {p1, p2, ..., pN} be the fitness cases of the prob-
lem in domain D, and let F be the function expressed by a
(sub)tree T on D. Then the Trace Semantics of T relative to
P on domain D is the set S = {(p1, s1), (p2, s2), ...(pN , , sN}
where si = F (pi), i = 1, 2, ..., N .

Consider subtree St in figure 1. Assume that the problem
has only two input variables (X1, X2), so there are four fit-
ness cases P = {p1, p2, p3, p4} with p1 = {0, 0}, p2 = {0, 1},
p3 = {1, 0}, p4 = {1, 1}. Thus the trace semantics of St,
since it computes OR, is S = {(p1, s1), (p2, s2), (p3, s3), (p4, s4)}
={((0, 0), 0), ((0, 1), 1), ((1, 0), 1), ((1, 1), 1)}.

For the remainder of this paper, we will assume a canoni-
cal ordering of the possible inputs (for example, for Boolean
domains we might use lexicographical ordering, as for P
above), so that we can abbreviate the TS to the sequence
(0,1,1,1).

Trace semantics is also closely related to the sampling se-
mantics of Uy et al. [31] for real-valued problems. Sampling
semantics differs in using an independent set of test points
sampled from the domain, rather than the test cases.

We follow [31] in defining the semantic distance between
two subtrees as the sum of the absolute distances between
their outputs over all fitness cases, and in defining relations
of semantic equivalence and similarity based on this dis-
tance. We use the Hamming distance as the underlying dis-
tance metric. Let U = {(p1, u1), (p2, u2), ..., (pN , uN )} and
V = {(p1, v1), (p2, v2), ..., (pN , vN )} be the TS of (sub)trees
St1 and St2. Then the Trace Semantics Distance (TSD)
between St1 and St2 is:

TSD(St1, St2) = |u1 − v1| + |u2 − v2| + .... + |uN − vN |
Two subtrees are said to be Semantically Equivalent (SE)
if they have the same TS (or in other words, their TSD is
zero).

They are said to be semantically similar (SS) if their TSD
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Figure 2: An individual in AGP and the process of
evaluating the value of its attributes.

lies within a predefined range. That is:

SS(St1,St2) = if α < SSD(St1, St2) < β

then true

else false

where α and β are predefined constants, known as the lower
and upper bounds for semantic sensitivity. Uy et al. used
a small nonzero value for the lower bound to exclude close
numerical approximation. In a discrete domain, this seems
unnecessary, so we set the lower bound to zero, investigating
the effects of a range of values for the upper bound.

3.1.1 Attribute-based Representation
Repeatedly computing semantics of subtrees may, in gen-

eral, be costly. To avoid this, we store the trace semantics of
each subtree directly in the root node of that subtree, as a
sequence of attribute values (corresponding to the sequence
of inputs). In Figure 2, four attributes (A1, A2, A3, A4) are
used to represent the TS of a problem with only two in-
put variables. These attributes are evaluated bottom-up, as
shown in figure 2, in which the values are initialised to zero
(subfigure a), then propagated upwards (subfigures b, c, d).

In doing so, we are trading off time for space. How much?
Let P be the population size, each individual having an av-
erage of S nodes, with k Boolean variables. If all Boolean
combinations are used as fitness cases, the memory cost will
be O(P ∗ S ∗ 2k). In general, for small Boolean problems,
this is affordable. For larger problems, computational cost
will preclude using all Boolean combinations as fitness cases.
If N cases are used, the memory cost will be O(P ∗ S ∗ N),
which is again generally affordable.

3.2 Diversity Promoting Semantic Crossovers
It is widely recognised that maintaining high diversity is

very important in GP [10]. Higher diversity helps GP to
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Figure 3: An individual in AGP and the process of
evaluating the value of its attributes.

find new solutions through exploration, and thus improve
its performance [4], while a rapid loss of diversity can cause
premature convergence to local optima [8, 25]. Thus for ex-
ample, the Semantics Aware Crossover (SAC) of [30] aborts
crossovers that exchange semantically equivalent subtrees,
with the aim of promoting diversity. Whenever two subtrees
are chosen for crossover, they are tested for trace semantic
equivalence; if the test succeeds, the crossover is aborted and
new candidates are selected.

However SAC cannot guarantee to produce children se-
mantically different from their parents. For example, con-
sider figure 3(a), showing part of a GP tree with attached
semantic attributes (X, Y and Z represent whole subtrees,
not merely single nodes). Assume that X is the point se-
lected for crossover. Suppose that it is replace by subtree
X1, with the TS shown in 3(b). Although the TS of X and
X1 differ, the TS at the parent ’AND’ node does not change,
nor does that at the root ’OR’ node. However when X is
replaced with X2, the TS of the ancestors does change.

Thus the form of fixed semantics investigated in [23] is
not the only cause of crossover failing to change semantics.
The replacement might simply not change the right compo-
nents of the semantics for change to propagate to the root.
To remedy this, we propose a crossover operator known as
Guaranteed Change Semantic Crossover (GCSC). The ob-
jective of GCSC is to guarantee a change in the semantics
of the children in the new population. The detail of GCSC
is presented in algorithm 1.

How can we efficiently compute whether two crossover
points are change-inducing? Before we try to exchange X
and X1 in figure 3 (a, b), we compute which attributes differ
(in this case, forming the set {A2, A3}. We then propagate
this upward, discovering that at the parent ’AND’ node,
since Y guarantees that A2 and A3 will be 0, the root dif-
ference set R becomes the empty set, φ. Therefore, this
crossover is not change-inducing, so it is aborted. If we
try to exchange X and X2 in figure 3 (a, c), the difference
set is {A1, A2, A3, A4}, which propagates to the ’AND’ as

Algorithm 1: Guaranteed Change Semantic Crossover

select Parent 1 P1;
select Parent 2 P2;
Count=0;
while Count<Max Trial do

choose a random crossover point Subtree1 in P1;
choose a random crossover point Subtree2 in P2;
if Subtree1 and Subtree2 are change-inducing
then

execute crossover;
add the children to the new population;
return true;

else
Count=Count+1;

if Count=Max Trial then
choose a random crossover point Subtree1 in P1;
choose a random crossover point Subtree2 in P2;
execute crossover;
return true;

{A1, A4}, and then to the ’OR’ as R = {A4}. Since the root
change-set is nonempty, this crossover is change-inducing.

The objective of GCSC is similar to that of SDC [1]: to
guarantee change. The differences lie in the use of exten-
sional rather than intensional semantics, and in the checking
of only a single child.

3.3 Locality Promoting Semantic Crossovers
The two crossover operators in the previous subsection fo-

cus on promoting semantic diversity. In Evolutionary Com-
putation (and GP in particular), locality (a small change in
genotype leading to a small change in phenotype) also plays
a crucial role in algorithm efficiency [9, 12, 28]. However,
most current GP representations and operators have low lo-
cality: small (syntactic) variations in individuals can cause
large changes in semantics.

Uy et al [31] introduced SSC as an extension of SAC
with controlled semantic step size. In SSC, the crossover
is aborted not only when the two children are semantically
too similar, but also when they are too dissimilar. Two
parents are randomly selected and a subtree in each par-
ent is stochastically chosen. The two subtrees are checked
for semantic similarity. If they are similar, the crossover is
executed by exchanging these subtrees and the children are
added to the next generation. If they are not, SSC uses mul-
tiple trials to find a semantically similar pairs, only reverting
to random selection after passing a bound on the number of
trials.

Here we propose a variant, Locality Controlled Semantic
Crossover (LCSC). LCSC is an extension of GCSC, bearing
the same relation to it as SSC does to SAC. LCSC is imple-
mented in the same way as GCSC, propagating the differ-
ence set of changed attributes upward in the tree. However
when the root is reached, the crossover is aborted not only
if the difference set is empty, but also if it is too large. In
other words, LCSC is only executed if 0 < |R| ≤ε, where R is
the difference set at the root, and ε is a predefined constant
called the semantic sensitivity. In this paper, the value of ε
is one of the experimental parameters.
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Table 1: Run and Evolutionary Parameter Values.

Parameter Value

Population size 200
Generations 50
Selection Tournament
Tournament size 3
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability 0.1
Initial Max depth 6
Max depth 15
Max depth of mutation tree 5
Function sets AND, OR, NAND, XOR
Terminals X1, X2, ..., XN

# Fitness cases NFIT
6MUX 64
5PAR 32
6PAR 64
5MAJ 32

Semantic Sensitivity
SSC2 NFIT/2
SSC3 NFIT/3
SSC4 NFIT/4
LCSC4 4
LCSC8 8
LCSC12 12

Fitness total number of error bits
overall fitness cases

Success Zero errors
Trials per treatment 100 independent

runs for each value

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We investigated the effects of the new crossover operators

GCSC and LCSC, comparing them with SC , SDC, SAC
and SSC. We trialed all operators on four test-bed Boolean
problems: 5 bit parity, 5 bit majority, 6 bit multiplexer, and
6 bit parity.

The 6-bit multiplexer problem (6MUX).
(6MUX) interprets the two control bits {A0, A1} as an

address with which to choose the correct input bit from the
binary input lines {D0, D1, D2, D3} as its output.

The even 5- and 6-bit parity problems (5PAR and 6PAR).

These problems take respectively 5 and 6 bits as input,
returning true (1) if and only if an even number of the inputs
are true (1).

The 5 majority problem (5MAJ).
This problem takes 5 bits as input, and returns true(1) if

and only if, the majority of the inputs are true(1).
In these (minimising) problems, the fitness of an individ-

ual is the number of error bits, not matching the target func-
tion. A run is considered successful if it finds an individual
with no error (i.e. fitness zero).

The function set for all problems was {AND, OR, NAND,
XOR} and the terminal set was {X1, X2, ..., XN}, where N
is the number of input variables. The main GP parameters
used for our experiments are given in Table 1. Although

Table 2: Percentage of Successful Runs

Xovers 5PAR 5MAJ 6MUX 6PAR

SC 48 35 13 14

SDC 58 64 13 20
SAC 63 43 13 23
GCSC 65 68 14 26

SSC2 63 48 16 26
SSC3 68 49 21 23
SSC4 58 42 10 22

LCSC4 75 62 30 25
LCSC8 76 69 32 33
LCSC12 73 74 25 29

Table 3: Mean and Standard Derivation of Best Fit-
ness

Xovers 5PAR 5MAJ 6MUX 6PAR

SC 1.02±1.22 1.01±0.93 3.96±2.69 5.76±3.53

SDC 0.61±0.81 0.45±0.62 3.33±2.27 4.76±3.67
SAC 0.60±0.88 0.82±0.85 3.84±2.37 5.03±3.68
GCSC 0.49±0.75 0.36±0.58 3.50±2.25 4.47±3.93

SSC2 0.70±1.07 0.63±0.69 3.31±2.47 4.66±3.85
SSC3 0.44±0.70 0.59±0.70 2.96±2.35 4.92±3.73
SSC4 0.69±0.95 0.76±0.75 3.89±2.49 4.78±3.65

LCSC4 0.34±0.65 0.44±0.60 2.83±2.79 4.67±3.81
LCSC8 0.39±0.79 0.35±0.55 2.52±2.51 3.87±3.33
LCSC12 0.43±0.78 0.27±0.46 2.79±2.23 4.03±3.34

these experiments were purely concerned with crossover, the
system also incorporated (a low rate of) mutation, because
we wanted to study the behaviour of crossover in the context
of a normal GP run.

The experimental settings for all GP systems are given in
Table 1. The maximum number of trials permitted to select
satisfied subtrees for SD, SAC, GCSC, SSC and LCSC was
set at 20.1

The semantic sensitivities for SSC was set as varying pro-
portions of the number of fitness cases NFIT. Because LCSC
testing is more exhaustive than SSC, it is less likely to gen-
erate change for a given fitness case; thus semantic sensi-
tivity levels need to be set correspondingly lower. We used
NFIT/N, with N = 2, 3, 4 for SSC and 4, 8, 12 bits for LCSC
(the corresponding treatments being denoted SSCN and LC-
SCN).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all treatments, we recorded two classic performance

metrics, the percentage of successful runs (table 2) and the
mean best fitness (table 3). We tested the statistical signif-
icance of all differences from SC in the results in table 3,
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with a confidence level

1[1] in SDC repeated attempts at crossover until semanti-
cally different children were found. However the effect of
continuing beyond 20 attempts is small, while the computa-
tional cost can be significant. For better comparability, we
used the same bound as for the other algorithms.
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of 95%. If a crossover operator is significantly better than
SC, the result is printed in italic face.

5.1 Effects of Promoting Diversity
From [30], we would expect SAC to slightly out-perform

SC, and indeed this is what we see in tables 2 and 3, but
the differences are significant only on 5PAR. Similarly, from
[1] we expect to see SDC more substantially out-perform
SC, and again this is what we see, with all differences ex-
cept 6MUX being significant at the 95% confidence level.
GCSC being an extensional analogue of (intensional) SDC,
we would expect to see similar performance from it – and
again we do. It is possible that GCSC performance is slightly
better than SDC (though not significantly); if so, it is likely
to result from the small differences between the two com-
parison algorithms that we mentioned earlier.

In general, the results in this section provide strong evi-
dence for the value of crossover operators promoting seman-
tic diversity, with SDC and GCSC performing the best.

5.2 Effects of Improving Locality
From [31], we might anticipate that improving semantic

locality of crossover operators through SSC might further en-
hance GP performance by comparison with SAC. The results
in both tables confirm this: for every problem, at least one
level of SSC performed better than SAC, the differences be-
ing quite substantial in most cases. However this improved
locality was not always enough to compensate for the en-
hanced diversity promotion of SDC and GCSC, so that the
comparison between them and SSC was mixed.

However when we combined diversity and locality promo-
tion in LCSC, we saw the largest improvements: on every
problem, the best performance came from some setting of
LCSC (though the best setting varied with the problem).
This is particularly clear in table 2, where the improvements
in success rates are generally substantial.

It is particularly worth noting that, with the hardest prob-
lem (6MUX), the diversity-promoting mechanisms made only
small improvements, especially in success rates, while LCSC
was able to make substantial improvements in both mean
best fitness and success rate performance measures.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we compared a number of different semantically-

based crossover operators that have been previously pro-
posed by various authors (SAC, SDC and SSC), and added
two of our own (GCSC and LCSC). We can classify these
operators in two ways. We can classify them according
to whether they add only semantic diversity control to SC
(SAC, SDC, GCLC) or also incorporate locality control (SSC,
LCSC). We can also classify them accordingly as they mea-
sure the semantic effect only at the point of insertion (SAC,
SSC) or at the root (SDC, GCLC,SCLC). Overall, it seems
clear from the results that supporting semantic diversity is
valuable, but that additionally supporting semantic locality
is even more so. It also seems clear that it is worth the ex-
tra effort to evaluate these semantic changes at the root, not
just at the point of insertion.

A number of directions for further research flow from this
paper.

Firstly, for SSC and LCSC, semantic sensitivity is clearly
a very important parameter, and not particularly robust (i.e.
changes in sensitivity lead to large changes in performance).

Thus we either need a good understanding of how to set
the semantic sensitivity for a particular problem, or we need
ways to set it automatically through parameter self-adaption
techniques.

One issue, particularly with GCSC and LCSC, is compu-
tational cost. We can either pay a time cost to compute the
necessary semantic values, or else (as here) a memory cost to
cache them. Two potential alternatives present themselves:

• using only a subset of the fitness cases to compute
trace semantics, thus removing the exponential cost of
increases in the number of variables

• using compression methods to reduce the size of the
stored TSs

Finally, we need to further analyse the effects of these
operators on other aspects of GP runs. In particular, we
plan to measure the effects on locality and on code bloat in
future work.
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